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AM FRENCH 

MAY 2017 SESSION 

EXAMINERS’ REPORT 
 
Forty-two (42) candidates registered for the above examination.  One candidate was absent from the 
Oral examination; this same candidate and another one were absent from the written papers. The 
following table shows the distribution of grades.  
 

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total 

Number of Candidates 3 5 12 14 3 4 1 42 

% of Total 7.14 11.90 28.57 33.33 7.14 9.52 2.38 100 

 
The examination consisted of four written papers and an oral examination in reading and free 
conversation, as well as a discussion on Civilisation française topics based on a set textbook. 
 
This year there were some changes in the syllabus, concerning a number of question types in the 
Comprehension exercise (Paper II), the Literature paper (Paper III) and the Civilisation française 
textbook (Paper IV). 
 
A small variation between this year’s result and last year’s was registered in the slightly higher 
percentage of candidates who obtained an A grade. Percentages related to grades B and C were 
comparable to last year’s. The main variation was registered in the percentages corresponding to 
grades D, E and F; this year more candidates obtained grade D and the percentages of candidates 
who obtained grades E and F fell by at least a half.     
 
 
Paper I – Analyse d’un texte non littéraire (60 marks) 
 
The topic of the text which had to be analysed is one that everybody is familiar with, since vaccination 
is a universal practice in the Western world. However, although almost all candidates identified the 
type of text correctly, very few of them understood the main idea of the text. Unfortunately, some of 
them were not precise when giving their version of this and therefore obtained only half of the marks 
allotted to the expression of the main idea. Candidates did even worse in identifying the secondary 
ideas, as a significant number went off track. Candidates would benefit from practising the distinction 
of identifying between the main and secondary ideas of a good number of texts before they attempt 
the examination. Apart from this they need to undertake the practice of regularly reading serious 
French magazines so that they will get used to the journalistic language used in this context and to 
understanding nuances of meaning being conveyed in the general message of a text.  
 
Candidates failed to sufficiently tackle the text from a discursive / linguistic point of view. Thus, many 
did not comment on the use of pronouns, possessive adjectives, vocabulary, punctuation, connectors 
and sentence length (or at least a number of these points), and their implications with regard to the 
main aim of the author and the tone of the text. Most of the candidates thought the author was absent 
from his text and that this text was therefore objective. They thus failed to notice several elements 
denoting his point of view and feelings with regard to his topic, that is his very evident perspective in 
favour of vaccination, of which he stresses the benefits through the strong vocabulary used : « pilier 
de la santé publique » ; « la vaccination … a permis à l’homme de se révolter contre une nature bien 
cruelle ». Thus the question with which the first paragraph ends (« Les Français auraient-ils oublié 
combien la vaccination – associée à l’hygiène et aux antibiotiques – a permis à l’homme de se 
révolter contre une nature bien cruelle ? ») was misunderstood by certain candidates who thought 
that the author was speaking against vaccination. 
 
Unfortunately many answers seemed to have been learned by heart, because some candidates wrote 
remarks which were not relevant to the text in question. This was especially the case when 
candidates commented on the verb tenses used, where they often ended up giving the same 
predictable answer: the present tense was used for actions in the present, the passé composé for 
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actions in the past, etc. Some of them only gave examples of verb tenses used and did not interpret 
why the author used the tenses. 
 
A good number of candidates elaborated too much on a too small number of points. Some of them 
included unnecessary chunks from the text. Therefore certain candidates dedicated half a page for 
one or two points mentioned, wasting a lot of time which could have been used to tackle more 
aspects from the text. Nobody talked about the title and its play on words: « la piqûre de rappel » 
meaning at the same time a ‘booster shot’, very pertinent because of the topic, and a ‘wakeup call’, 
which reflects the author’s aim to re-instil in readers a consciousness of the importance of 
vaccination. 
 
Among other strengths, candidates were given marks for a number of interesting points that they 
came up with, including comments on the use of the negative and the superlative, figures / data / 
statistics, figures of speech and spatial and temporal indications.                        
 
Paper II 
 
This paper consists of an essay and a reading comprehension. 
 
The essay (100 marks) 
 
All five titles were chosen by the candidates; questions a), c) and d) were more popular than 
questions b) and e). Unfortunately candidates did not do very well in this exercise, which, one must 
remind candidates, is the one which carries most marks in the whole examination.. 
 
As regards the content of candidates’ essays, there were writings which were very relevant to their 
title, containing a good number of interesting ideas and well-presented, valid arguments. In other 
writings, essentially relevant arguments were unfortunately not sufficiently elaborated on. Some 
demonstrated a good knowledge of current affairs, or developed a good narrative, but in sporadic 
cases the essay was too short and weak to allow a good understanding of the arguments being put 
forward. Some candidates did not know how to sustain their ideas well and remained at a rather 
superficial level of discussion. Sentences were often written just for the sake of increasing the number 
of words. At Advanced Level, it is expected that candidates would have reached a certain level of 
maturity and critical thinking. 
 
However, most marks were lost due to candidates’ poor performance as far as grammar is 
concerned. Many candidates had difficulties with at least some of the following grammatical points: 
expressions of quantity (plus des droits), partitive or indefinite articles (on trouve de discrimination; 
d’utiliser solutions), past participle agreement in the case of a preceding direct object (les a stressé, 
where les  refers to a female category), contracted articles (de le gouvernement, au lieux), subject – 
verb agreement (certains a dit que), noun – adjective agreement (lieux différentes; un groupe 
particulière), use of tenses (elles ne pouvaient travailler et elles restent à la maison), conjugations (ils 
se faitent mal ; les gouvernements peut), the demonstrative adjective (cettes addictions), plurals and 
using a capital letter for a noun expressing nationality (beaucoup de nouvelle chose; le français ont 
élu Emmanuel Macron), infinitives after a preposition (on est libre de dit)… 
 
There were also problems with sentence structure in some essays (On peut commencer par les types 
des jeux les filles et les garçons les jouent.; Il y a la discrimination et ne l’égalité.) 
 
Some candidates do not master the vocabulary necessary at Advanced Level to tackle argumentative 
topics. Some attempted approximations (riésiou soscio for réseaux sociaux ; à grâce de l’Internet for 
grâce à Internet). Others borrowed words from English or other known languages, sometimes trying a 
spontaneous calque (criticisme; vendications), at other times simply borrowing directly (personnes 
sensitives, websites, cyber bullying).  
 
It is positive that most essays were of the required length. 
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It is, therefore, advised that candidates practise writing essays based on mature reflection which can 
be improved through serious discussion of social issues. Besides, the importance of reading press 
material, in French, cannot be stressed enough.                  
   
The reading comprehension (75 marks) 
 
It was evident that the majority of the candidates understood the greater part of the text. In fact, 
question f), in which candidates were asked to find equivalent terms from the text for a number of 
terms proposed, was tackled quite well by the majority of candidates.  
 
On a positive note, questions d) and e), which were among the more relatively demanding questions 
of the comprehension, and required that candidates respectively mention three natural resources of 
the Zanzibar archipelago, and three of its tourist attractions, were answered in depth and well. It was 
rather puzzling then that more straightforward questions which required very short answers were 
either left out or given wrong answers.  
 
The answers to question b) were disappointing in the case of most candidates, because although a 
number of candidates understood the meaning of the expression in question and gave a good 
explanation of it, many failed to infer the meaning from the context and either took the expression 
literally or gave a wrong explanation. 
 
As regards question h), which mostly required that candidates identify specific grammatical forms in 
the text, it was observed that a good number of candidates got most of the question right. There was 
however a pattern of wrong answers, with questions iii) and iv) appearing as those which were 
surprisingly found to be more difficult, whereas they simply required that candidates find an adverb of 
time and a verb in the imperative. Besides, nearly half of the candidates gave a wrong example of an 
anglicisme.      
 
For the first time, as the syllabus changes indicated, a question on speech acts was set. The question 
was formulated in a way as to help candidates on several levels, such as by indicating that a whole 
sentence had to be provided in the answer and that it was in the third paragraph. The absolute 
majority of the candidates showed that they could identify the explication speech act and provided a 
precise answer.  
 
Paper III – Literature (75 marks) 
 
This year a change in the French literature syllabus brought into effect a compulsory gobbet question 
(Section A) on Molière’s Le malade imaginaire, for which answers had to be given entirely in French. 
Candidates were generally speaking well prepared for this section. One needs to point out, however, 
that in such questions candidates are expected to state where the particular extract is taken from in 
the play (especially when specifically asked to do so, as was the case here in question 1a and 
question 2a), in the sense that candidates need to explain the precise circumstances leading up to the 
scene, and they need to deal with the scene itself and to speak about its importance in the 
development of at least immediate events. A good number of candidates left much to be desired here. 
 
It was noted that candidates may have difficulty in understanding the text in depth, as they tended to 
beat around the bush in both questions where they were asked to explain a character’s statements, 
which both happened to be statements made by Toinette. Some candidates need to pay more 
attention while the text is covered in detail in preparation for the exam. 
 
Candidates need to find a good way in which to link up ideas. For instance, question 1d required them 
to describe the comic elements of the extract. If one begins with le comique de mots in Molière, as 
some of the candidates did, one would need to connect this with the other comic elements in the play, 
stating something like « Le comique chez Molière ne se limite pas au facile comique de mots, c’est 
aussi le comique de gestes, le comique des caractères et des situations. » Thus smooth transitions 
are created, rather than abrupt changes in ideas. Examples from the text for each element should be 
presented. 
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Since it is compulsory to write in French when answering Section A, it goes without saying that 
spelling and grammatical mistakes are also taken into account in the allocation of marks. 
 
As regards Section B, all candidates answered one or the other question on Pagnol’s play. Nobody 
answered question 5 on the resemblance or otherwise between le condamné and Jesus Christ in 
Hugo’s novel.                       
 
It was noted with pleasure that, generally speaking, this year candidates took heed of advice 
repeatedly preferred in previous reports, not to keep repeating material from prepared notes. While 
candidates are to take an interest in what professional critics have to say about the chosen texts, 
these are meant to be appreciated and evaluated, but not repeated as such, by candidates of French 
literature. It is hoped that this trend will continue.  
 
A shortcoming was noted in many candidates’ method of quoting from their texts. Some seem to be 
under the impression that the more they quote from the set texts, the better. This is certainly not the 
case especially where candidates’ essays are loaded with quotations, many of them being inaccurate, 
irrelevant for the topic of the question and/or full of spelling or grammatical errors. Ideally quotes 
should be brief, to the point.   
 
With few exceptions, candidates answered to the point to all the questions in Section B. It was felt 
however that some of those who tackled question 1 did not fully succeed in bringing out the influence 
of the house itself on Wanda. The same can be said about the importance of the dream referred to in 
question 2 and the significance of Wanda’s father telling her that man can become diabolic. Much 
more could have been said in question 4 about the way in which Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt uses the 
figure of Sainte-Rita as a catalyst in his collection of short stories. Good answers were provided for 
questions 7 and 8 on Pagnol.  
 
Paper IV  
 
Dictation (30 marks) 
 
Overall, candidates’ performance in this exercise was quite satisfactory.  
 
All the words were taken into account for marking, except proper names of course. In the majority of 
cases each word was marked individually, with the exception of four natural clusters which were 
marked as a group: s’est engagé ,a donné (by 10%), a affirmé and n’a pas hésité The only words 
every candidate got right were: une / le / ans / et / la / il / que and pour. 
 
Unfortunately, candidates have a tendency to ignore accents, which resulted in a high number of 
candidates making mistakes in relatively easy words like généreux ,décembre . générosité ,décès, 
bonté , médecine and even in the very common word après. Although many candidates wrote words 
with the written consonant sequence gn correctly, a number of them had problems with the 
grapheme. Thus témoignent was written, among other versions, as temuenie or temoins; compagnon 
as companion and compaignon. A considerable number of errors were due to mistakes in 
agreements. A case in point concerns adjectives: for instance, De nombreuses histoires written as De 
nombreuse histoires or De nombreux histoires. Agreements were also mistaken for past participles: 
atteintes was written by some as attent or atteintent; for subject / verb: apparaissent written as 
apparesse or apparaisse; and for possessive adjectives: ses written as se / sa. Many candidates did 
not manage to recall that reflexive verbs are conjugated with the pronoun se. Thus s’est engagé was 
written as c’est engagé by most candidates. A good number of candidates do not have a finely tuned 
ear for the nasal vowels. Nasal vowels were either mixed up between them or written in a way which 
would render the vowel an oral one: éteint written as for instance attent; fans written as femme/s; en 
written as on and ont; soins written as soignes or suaines and dentaires written as d’éntere, danteurs, 
dans terre and donteurs.  
 
Difficulties were encountered by some candidates in elementary words too, such as in the case of the 
third person singular present tense of ‘avoir’ – a – being replaced by the preposition à. Even words 
like artistes, altruiste , anonymes ,and infirmiers were too often marked by mistakes. 
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It is suggested that candidates use more carefully the time allowed at the end of the dictation for a 
final correction, to make sense of their written phrases and amend them accordingly.  
 
The Oral Examination (60 marks) 
 
Most candidates did well in this part of the examination. Only one candidate failed to get 50% of the 
mark. Almost half of the candidates (47.5%) got 80% of the mark or more. 
 
The reading exercise (15 marks) 
 
Candidates performed well in reading the set passages. The preparation time was used wisely to give 
a flowing and coherent reading. Generally there was a satisfactory level of pronunciation and fluency 
with appreciable attention to punctuation and sentence structure. However there were a few 
candidates who stumbled over the longer or slightly more demanding words in the reading text, 
though their pronunciation should have been straightforward, like journaliers and déconseillés in the 
first text, and considérablement or suffisamment in the second passage. This interrupted the flow of 
rhythmic groups and detracted from the meaning of the text. Some candidates encountered difficulty 
in the articulation of nasal vowels, especially word-initial ones as in important and industriels, although 
there were other nasal vowels pronounced as oral vowels, as in se compose, bienfaits, faisant and 
boisson from the first passage, and considérablement and santé in the second text. Sometimes no 
distinction was made between the nasal vowel in certains and the oral vowel in certaines in the 
phrase: certains jus de fruits industriels ou certaines céréales… A few candidates hesitated when 
they came to read the simple figures in both readings, breaking the rhythmic and intonational flow of 
the sentence. Some read the final written consonant in infinitive –er verbs, and in nouns and 
adjectives ending in –er, as in sauter, déjeuner and laitier from the first text, and améliorer, pratiquer 
and récolter in the second passage. 
 
Free conversation (20 marks) 
 
The majority of candidates performed satisfactorily, using varied vocabulary, correct syntax and 
pronunciation, all within the context of valid ideas. A significant number presented very good 
arguments. However, a few were extremely lacking in ideas and there was much circumlocution in 
their speech. A small minority of candidates expected to just read out the points they had jotted down 
during preparation time, although this is not accepted practice; these candidates had to be reminded 
that this was meant to be a free flowing conversation and also, to be more interactive in this face-to-
face communicative exercise. Some candidates required extensive prompting in order to produce 
some verbal response, in spite of the fact that they had time to prepare. 
 
Dialogue on a set text (25 marks) 
 
The candidates who obtained marks at the lower end of the scale in this exercise did so since they 
thought that a one-word answer would suffice and, when faced with a reformulated question which 
required more detailed information and / or full sentences, they could not produce these. It seems that 
some candidates studied all the material in their book from memory without actually understanding 
the full meaning and being able to speak about it in an intelligible way. On the whole, however, most 
candidates were well prepared and spoke with confidence about the designated topics in the 
prescribed units of their set text on French culture.              
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2017 Examination Panel 
 


